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Recent diving with the JAMSTEC Shinkai 6500 manned submersible in the Mariana forearc southeast of Guam has discovered that MORB-like tholeiitic basalts crop out over large areas. These “fore-arc basalts” (FAB) underlie boninites and overlie diabasic and gabbroic rocks. Potential origins include eruption at a spreading center before subduction began or eruption during near-trench spreading after subduction began. FAB trace element patterns are similar to those of MORB and most Izu-Bonin-Mariana (IBM) back-arc lavas. However, Ti/V and Yb/V ratios are lower in FAB reflecting a stronger prior depletion of their mantle source compared to the source of basalts from mid-ocean ridges and back-arc basins. Some FAB also have higher concentrations of fluid-soluble elements than do spreading center lavas. Thus, the most likely origin of FAB is that they were the first lavas to erupt when the Pacific Plate began sinking beneath the Philippine Plate at about 51 Ma. The magmas were generated by mantle decompression during near-trench spreading with little or no mass transfer from the subducting plate. Boninites were generated later when the residual, highly depleted mantle melted at shallow levels after fluxing by a water-rich fluid derived from the sinking Pacific Plate. This magmatic stratigraphy of FAB overlain by transitional lavas and boninites is similar to that found in many ophiolites, suggesting that ophiolitic assemblages might commonly originate from near-trench volcanism caused by subduction initiation. Indeed, the widely dispersed Jurassic and Cretaceous Tethyan ophiolites could represent two such significant subduction initiation events.

1. Introduction

On-land studies of the Bonin and Mariana forearc islands, as well as drilling, diving, and dredging along submarine portions of the Izu-Bonin-Mariana (IBM) fore arc has recovered suites of subduction-related volcanic rocks with ages of 49–43 Ma and compositions that are distinct from those of the modern volcanic arc [Bloomer, 1983; Bloomer and Hawkins, 1987; Hickey-Vargas, 1989; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Komatsu, 1980; Kuroda and Shiraki, 1975; Meijer, 1980; Pearce et al., 1992; Reagan and Meijer, 1984; Taylor et al., 1994; Umino, 1985]. These lavas are widely accepted to have formed in extensional environments shortly after IBM subduction began. Heretofore, the most abundant of these fore-arc volcanics have been thought to be boninites and high-Mg andesites. This supposition is based on the coincidence of the oldest of these ages with the estimated timing of a major change in motion of the Pacific Plate [Cosca et al., 1998; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Meijer et al., 1983], the unusual compositions of these lavas [Falloon and Danyushevsky, 2000; Meijer, 1980; Stern and Bloomer, 1992], and their widespread outcroppings on fore-arc islands [Reagan and Meijer, 1984; Umino, 1985].

Tholeiitic basalts also have been found in the IBM forearc. Some of these basalts are interbedded with or overlie boninites [Reagan and Meijer, 1984; Taylor and Nesbitt, 1994], and have trace element and isotopic characteristics similar to low-K arc tholeiitic basalts from many volcanic arcs [see Gill, 1981]. However, recent diving with the Shinkai 6500 manned submersible in the Mariana fore arc southeast of Guam has discovered that vast areas of the deep fore arc are floored by tholeiitic basalts with geochemical attributes more akin to mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) than to arc tholeiites. Indeed, the most abundant rock type between 6500 and
2000 m depth in this area appears to be basaltic pillow lavas and associated shallow intrusives [Ohara et al., 2008]. Because these lavas have geochemical affinities with lavas erupted at spreading centers and they are found in the present-day fore arc, we hereafter term these lavas “fore-arc basalts” (FAB). Similar basalts, which we reinterpret here as FAB, were encountered beneath boninitic lavas at DSDP drill site 458 [Meijer, 1980; Meijer et al., 1982], during Shinkai 6500 diving in the Bonin fore arc [DeBaré et al., 1999], and near Hahajima Seamount [Ishiwatari et al., 2006]. In all of these locations, FAB underlie and/or are trenchward of boninites and younger arc lavas. The wide distribution of these basalts suggests that they are significantly more voluminous than has previously been recognized, and indeed, these basalts might be the most abundant volcanic rocks in the IBM fore arc. We show below that these rocks have compositional differences with arc tholeiites as well as back-arc basalts from the Philippine Plate and mid-ocean ridge basalts, and we postulate that these lavas are the first lavas to erupt after subduction begins.

2. Mariana Fore-Arc Geology

During the summers of 2006 and 2008, 12 dives of the JAMSTEC manned submersible Shinkai 6500 were undertaken along the southern Mariana fore arc, eight of which explored fore-arc lithologies east of the westernmost N–S fault bounding the Mariana Trough near 144°10' E (the East Santa Rosa Banks Fault [Figure 1 and Table 1]). This fault is thought to approximate the position of a tear in the subducted slab [Fryer et al., 2003; Gvirtzman and Stern, 2004]. The region to the west is dominated by back-arc basin extension, active magmatism, and rapid deformation [Martinez et al., 2000] in contrast to the stable fore arc to the east, which is the location of this study and is herein termed the SE Mariana fore arc.

From east to west and bottom to top, the sequence of lithologies we have observed or compiled from the SE Mariana fore arc appears to be peridotite, gabbro, and related intrusive rocks, FAB and associated diabase, boninite, and younger subduction-related lavas [Ohara et al., 2008]. The position of FAB beneath boninite is confirmed by the stratigraphy encountered at DSDP drill site 458 in the Mariana fore arc near 18°N (Figure 1), where the lowermost 50 m of drill core are pillow lavas with incompatible trace element abundances similar to those of FAB from the dive sites [Hussong et al., 1982]. The overlying 50 m of core consists of FAB pillow lavas interbedded with pillow lavas that are transitional between FAB and boninite. The remaining igneous section of the site 458 drill core consists entirely of transitional lavas.

3. Petrography

The FAB samples collected from the 2006 and 2008 dive sites in the SE Mariana fore arc are fragments of pillow lavas and shallow diabasic intrusions. True phenocrysts or large crystals are rare, and when present, typically are euhedral to...
skeletal olivine pseudomorphed by iddingsite. Glassy pillow rinds have less than one to several percent acicular and skeletal plagioclase crystals, sometimes in crystal clots with acicular augite. Interiors of pillow lavas consist of quench-textured intergrowths of acicular to skeletal plagioclase that are less than a few tenths of a millimeter long, smaller granular to acicular augite, and granular magnetite (Figure 2). The acicular plagioclase and augite intergrowths often form patchy radiating or sheaf-like crystal clots in the pillow rinds. The quenched texture of FAB plagioclase and augite is reminiscent of the spinifex texture seen in komatiites, but plagioclase is the dominant mineral instead of olivine and the scale is microscopic. A saponite clay groundmass after glass makes up a few to tens of percent of the pillow interiors. The pillow lavas have 0–10% vesicles. Some of the spinifex-like samples are dictytaxitic.

[7] FAB encountered in the lower cores at DSDP sites 458 and 459 have similar textures to FAB from the dive sites, although the pillow rinds are more crystalline. The uppermost cores consist of pillow lavas with abundant microphenocrysts of augite set in a glassy to fine grained matrix. These lavas previously have been categorized as boninites.
Several laboratories were involved in generating the data in Table 2. Glassy pillow rind fragments were analyzed for major elements by a Cameca SX100 electron microprobe at Oregon State University using a 5 micron spot size, a 30 nA beam current and a 15 keV accelerating voltage [Rowe et al., 2007]. Each reported analysis is an average of 10 spot analyses. Na, Si, and K time = 0 intercept corrections were used for each spot analysis.

Trace element concentrations for these pillow rind fragments were obtained by laser ablation ICP-MS, using either the Merchantek/VG MicroProbeII LUV 213 nm Nd-YAG laser and VG PQ ExCell quadrupole ICP-MS at Boston University or the New Wave UP 213 nm Nd-YAG laser and Thermo X-Series II quadrupole ICP-MS at the Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island following techniques outlined by and adapted from [Kelley et al., 2003]. Analysis spots were chosen to avoid visible crystals in the glass, but microphenocryst abundances in some of the DSDP samples were high enough that crystals were incorporated during ablation; in most cases these were readily identified as spikes in the laser data and removed from the data. Laser spot sizes were 80–120 μm diameter, and 8–12 separate spots were analyzed per glass sample. Raw time-resolved laser data were background subtracted, normalized to 47Ti as an internal standard, and calibrated (R2 > 0.99) against USGS basaltic glass standards BIR-1G, BHVO-2G, and BCR-2G ± MPI-DING glass standards KL2-G, ML3B-G, StHls-G, GOR128-G, and T1-G.

Major and trace element data for whole rocks from the 2008 dive sites (dive numbers: 1091–1097) were obtained at the Geological Survey of Japan using techniques described by Ishizuka et al. [2006]. Similar data for DSDP sites 458 and 459 were collected at the University of Kansas [Elliott et al., 1997; Plank and Ludden, 1992]. Whole rocks from 2006 dive sites (974–977) were analyzed for major and trace elements at Washington State University using XRF [Johnson et al., 1999] and ICP-MS (http://www.sees.wsu.edu/Geolab/note/icpms.html) techniques, respectively.

Sr, Nd, Pb and Hf isotopes for the DSDP whole rock and glass samples were obtained at San Diego State University and Ecole Normale Superieure in Lyon using techniques described by Blichert-Toft et al. [1997], Hanan and Schilling [1989], Reagan et al. [2008], and White et al. [2000]. Hf and Pb isotopic compositions were measured in Lyon using a VG Plasma 54 MC-ICP-MS, whereas Sr and Nd isotopes were analyzed at San Diego State University using a VG Sector 54 Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometer (TIMS) and a Nu Plasma HR MC-ICP-MS, respectively. The Pb isotope ratios for these samples were corrected for instrumental mass fractionation and machine bias by applying a discrimination factor determined by bracketing sample analyses with analyses of the NIST standard SRM 981. NIST SRM 997 Tl was used to monitor mass fractionation.

Sr, Nd and Pb isotope data for the dive samples were acquired utilizing a 9 collector VG Sector 54 mass spectrometer at the Geological Survey of Japan and techniques described by Ishizuka et al. [2009]. Mass fractionation during the Pb isotopic analyses was monitored using a double spike (Southampton-Brest Lead 207–204 spike (SBL74)).

The procedures and data handling for the Hf isotope analyses for the dive rocks are described in additional detail here, as they are the first results reported from the University of Iowa group. The chemical procedures to extract and purify Hf for whole rocks from the dive sites were based on those published online by the Geosciences Department at Boise State University (http://earth.boisestate.edu/isotope/labshare.html). Sample powders (100–300 mg) were digested in a mixture of concentrated HNO3 and HF. After evaporation and two dissolutions in HNO3 and evaporations, the sample residues were converted to a chloride form by adding a few milliliters of 6N HCl and evaporation. The samples were then dissolved in 5 ml of 0.1 M HCl and 1.0 M HCl. The column chemistry procedure is based on the procedures published by Münker et al. [2001]. Each sample was dissolved in 1M HCl, 47% HClO4, concentrated to a 2% nitric acid solution for analysis.

The mass spectrometry for Hf was done at the University of Illinois using MC-ICP-MS techniques patterned after Lu et al. [2007]. Normalization was to a 179Hf/177Hf ratio of 0.7325. The DLC Hf standard was analyzed every two to four samples. All analyses were corrected for drift to a
Table 2 (Sample). Major Element, Trace Element, and Isotopic Data for Samples From Shinkai 6500 Dive Sites and DSDP Sites 447, 458, and 459. [The full Table 2 is available in the HTML version of this article]
$^{176}\text{Hf}\,^{177}\text{Hf}$ value of 0.281878 for the DLC standard, which is the published value for this standard relative to a value of 0.282160 for JMC-475 [see Ulfbeck et al., 2003]. The average counting statistical error on the sample values was 0.000004. Blanks were approximately 10 pg, and no correction was made for the blank. BHVO-1 was analyzed 5 times along with the samples, yielding an average $^{176}\text{Hf}\,^{177}\text{Hf}$ value and standard deviation of 0.283094 ± 0.000003. A measurement of $^{176}\text{Hf}\,^{177}\text{Hf}$ for BHVO-1 from Lyon yielded 0.283109 ± 0.000004 [Blichert-Toft et al., 1999], suggesting that the Iowa-Illinois data are systematically lower than the Lyon data by 1/2 epsilon unit.

5. Geochemistry

[16] The major element compositions of FAB whole rocks and glasses from the dive sites span a relatively narrow range, with SiO$_2$ = 49–51 wt %, Al$_2$O$_3$ = 14–17 wt %, CaO = 10–13 wt %, and MgO = 4–8 wt % (Table 2). These lavas are tholeiitic with FeO*/MgO = 0.9–3.0. Na$_2$O concentrations in whole rocks are somewhat variable, reflecting seafloor alteration. Ni and Cr concentrations range from 27 to 246 and 16 to 682 ppm, respectively (Table 2). Rare earth element (REE) patterns (Figure 3) are like those of mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB), with most La/Yb ratios varying between 0.5 and 0.9. Ratios between high field strength elements (HFSE; i.e., Zr, Hf, Nb, Ta, Ti) and REE also are similar to those of MORB. However, ratios between REE or HFSE and V (e.g., Ti/V and Yb/V (Figure 4)) are lower in FAB than in MORB and most back-arc basin lavas but are similar to those measured in subduction related basalts. Concentrations of K, Rb, U and other “fluid soluble” elements are highly variable in FAB, such that ratios of these elements to light REE (e.g., Rb/La, U/La) range from MORB-like to arc-like (Table 2). The two analyses of pure FAB glasses are the most MORB-like, suggesting that the fluid-soluble element enrichment in some dive site whole rock samples resulted from seafloor alteration [cf. Kelley et al., 2003].

[17] Dive site boninites are similar in composition to those reported from the type location of boninites at Chichijima [Pearce et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 1994; Umino, 1985]. They are magnesian (MgO = 10.6–15.5 (Table 2)) andesites (SiO$_2$ = 54.7–57.1 wt %) with exceedingly low concentrations of TiO$_2$ (0.15–0.38 wt %) and REE (Figure 3). CaO (5.1–9.4 wt %) and Al$_2$O$_3$ (10.7–13.2 wt %) concentrations are significantly lower than those of the FAB. Concentrations of many fluid soluble elements as well as Zr and Hf are enriched over the REE in these boninites (Figure 4).

[18] DSDP site 458 and 459 lavas have compositions that are transitional between those of FAB and true boninites. The lowermost site 458 lavas and all site 459 lavas have whole-rock compositions that are FAB-like, but are more silicic (SiO$_2$ = 52–54 wt %). Pillow rind glass compositions for these lavas are andesitic reflecting the presence of plagioclase and clinopyroxene crystals. The REE and HFSE element concentrations of the DSDP samples are nearly identical to those of the FAB (Figure 3), as are Ti/V and Yb/V ratios (Figure 4). However, the fluid soluble elements Cs, K, Rb, Ba, Sr, Pb, and U are clearly enriched in these isotropic FAB glasses (Figure 3 and Table 2). Up-section at site 458, the FAB become interbedded with lavas that have lower REE concentrations and flatter REE patterns, eventually transitioning to lavas with REE and HFSE concentrations that are about as depleted as those of boninites from IBM locations, except that they remain depleted in light versus heavy REE, whereas nearly all IBM boninites are LREE enriched, including those encountered in the diving (Figure 3) [Hickey-Vargas and Reagan, 1987; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Pearce et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 1994]. The major element concentrations of these lavas also are not entirely boninitic, as they are neither particularly magnesian nor silicic, and they have higher CaO and Al$_2$O$_3$ concentrations than the dive site boninites. We therefore interpret these lavas to be transitional between true boninites and FAB. All of the glasses from the transitional lavas have concentrations of the fluid-soluble elements that are similar to those of the FAB glasses (see Figure 3b) suggesting that all of the enrichments in these elements in these glasses resulted from fluid fluxing from the subducting slab.

[19] High-Ca boninites and other high-Mg andesites found atop low Ca boninites on Chichijima [Ishizuka et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 1994; Umino, 1985] and upslope from the dive sites on Guam [Reagan and Meijer, 1984] have a separate origin from the transitional lavas at DSDP site 458. These younger lavas have light REE enriched patterns, and have incompatible trace element ratios (e.g., Ba/La, La/Nb) that are more akin to arc lavas than to FAB. Their genesis reflects a transition from the processes and sources that generated boninites (i.e., highly depleted mantle source, high degrees of fluxed melting at shallow levels) toward those responsible for normal arc volcanism [Ishizuka et al., 2006; Reagan et al., 2008].
Nd isotope ratios for FAB from the dive sites are bimodal and vary according to the locations of the dives. Samples from the more northeasterly dives 974–977 and 1092 have higher $^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ (0.513170–0.513218), whereas samples from the more southwesterly dives 1091, 1093, and 1097 have lower $^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ (0.513096–0.513112). The Nd isotope values for the northeasterly dives are more radiogenic than all Philippine Plate back-arc lavas, whereas the southwesterly dives have values that overlap with the back-arc lavas. On a plot of Nd versus Sr isotopic compositions (Figure 5), the southwesterly dive samples plot along a linear trend between the northeasterly samples and the FAB to transitional samples from DSDP sites discussed below. This trend is offset to higher Sr isotope values than most Philippine Plate back-arc basin basalts and other oceanic lavas, although the Sr and Nd isotopic compositions of some West Philippine Basin lavas plot within the field defined by the SE Mariana fore-arc FAB.

Nd isotope values for the dive site boninites lack the bimodal distribution observed for the northwesterly dives.

Figure 3. Primitive mantle [Sun and McDonough, 1989] normalized concentrations of incompatible trace elements for whole rocks and glasses from (a) Shinkai 6500 dive sites (b) and DSDP sites 458 and 459. Data are from Table 2. Also included in Figure 3a are a boninite from Chichijima [Pearce et al., 1999] and a representative basalt from the Bonin trench slope [DeBari et al., 1999]. The elements are arranged such that those commonly thought to be transferred abundantly from the subducting slab to the mantle sources of arc lavas are to the left and less abundantly transferred REE and HFS elements are to the right.
Figure 4. Plot of (a) wt % TiO$_2$ and (b) Yb ppm against V ppm for Mariana fore-arc and arc lavas. FAB from the dive sites are shown with black circles. Lavas from DSDP sites 458 and 459 are shown with yellow squares. Lavas from the Bonin fore arc [DeBari et al., 1999] are shown with red circles. Dive site boninites are shown with red diamonds. These data are from Table 2. Active arc lavas [Elliott et al., 1997; Woodhead et al., 2001] are shown with dark blue triangles. Basalts from the East Pacific Rise and from the Mariana Trough are illustrated in the brown and blue fields, respectively. Data and references for these sample suites are from the PetDB database (http://www.petdb.org/). The field for the WPB [Pearce et al., 1999; Savov et al., 2006] also is shown in green. This field includes sample 447A 14-1 from Table 2. Blue lines in Figure 4a show Ti/V ratios. Fine black lines are linear regressions through the data for the lavas from DSDP sites 458 and 459 and from the active arc. Thick black arrows illustrate the differentiation trends when magnetite is part of the crystallizing assemblage.

Figure 5. Plot of Sr and Nd isotopic compositions for Mariana fore-arc and arc lavas. Data for the WPB and other Philippine Plate are from Volpe et al. [1990], Hickey-Vargas [1991], and Savov et al. [2006]. The field for modern MORB and ocean island basalts from the Pacific and Indian Ocean regions is illustrated as a pale gray field. Other data sources and symbols are the same as in Figure 4.
FAB despite their sampling locations in the northeast and southwest dive sites. These values overlap with those of the DSDP site transitional lavas and extend to less radiogenic values. Sr isotopic compositions of the boninites range from the most radiogenic values found in the transitional lavas from the DSDP sites to significantly more radiogenic values (Table 2 and Figure 5).

Hf isotope compositions of the dive site FAB are somewhat less radiogenic than those of the West Philippine Basin (WPB) and Mariana Trough basalts. On a plot of initial $\varepsilon_{\text{Nd}}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}$ (Figure 6), the isotopic compositions for FAB samples from the dives plot in two clusters, consistent with the bimodal Nd isotopic compositions discussed above. The southwestern group of samples have affinities with Indian Ocean MORB (Figure 6) [Chauvel and Blichert-Toft, 2001; Graham et al., 2006; Hanan et al., 2004; Kempton et al., 2002] like most other IBM arc, back-arc and fore-arc lavas [Pearce et al., 1999; Reagan et al., 2008]. Most of the northeastern dive site samples plot near the boundary drawn by Pearce et al. [1999] between the Indian and Pacific MORB domains, and one falls well within the Pacific domain. FAB samples from DSDP site 458 have initial Nd and Hf isotopic values that plot near the southwesterly dive samples. Boninites from all dive sites and the transitional lavas from DSDP site 458 have less radiogenic Nd and Hf isotopic compositions than the FAB, reflecting a source that had lower time-integrated Lu/Hf and Sm/Nd ratios.

Several FAB from the dive sites have Pb isotopic compositions that are similar to those of IBM back-arc lavas [Hickey-Vargas, 1998; Savov et al., 2006] and Indian Ocean MORB (Figure 7). Others have more radiogenic Pb isotopic compositions that plot between low $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{204}\text{Pb}$ IBM back-arc lavas and the more radiogenic Pb isotope values of other early lavas from the IBM fore arc as well as Pacific Ocean floor lavas. This variation is independent of the geographic shift in Nd isotope compositions described above. The FAB from DSDP sites 458 and 459, the transitional lavas, and dive site boninites all have Pb isotopic compositions that plot near the NHRL between typical values for Pacific MORB and those of volcaniclastic sediments from the Pigafeta Basin on the Pacific Plate [see Meijer, 1976; Pearce et al., 1999; Woodhead et al., 2001; Reagan et al., 2008].

6. Geochronology

The eruption ages of the FAB must be 49 Ma or older based on the ages of the upper transitional
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FAB are not much older than the boninites
based on the presence of the transitional lavas at
DSDP site 458, which indicates that the generation
of the FAB and boninites are linked in time and
space and by a change in the conditions and
sources of melting. There were also no discernible
hiatuses encountered between FAB and overlying
boninites in the dives or at DSDP site 458 (e.g.,
unconformities or significant interlayered sedi-
mentary rocks). The most reliable radiometric age
for FAB is 51–52 Ma based on one robust
40Ar/39Ar
plateau age from a pillow lava groundmass, and
one U‐Pb age on zircon from a FAB‐related di-
base [Ishizuka et al., 2008]. Both of these samples
were collected by Shinkai 6500 diving in the IBM
fore arc east of the Bonin Islands.

7. Discussion

lavas along the Bonin Trench slope to be part of the
WPB crust that were rafted to their present position
by back‐arc spreading. In this paper we argue that
instead, such MORB‐like basalts are FAB that
were the first lavas to erupt after subduction of the
Pacific Plate began. This is based on two lines of
reasoning. First, the trace element and isotope
compositions of the FAB differ from the compo-
sitions of nearly all WPB lavas and other IBM
back‐arc basin basalts in the system. Second, the
petrological link between the FAB and boninites at
DSDP site 458 ties both to the time after subduc-
tion was initiated.

[26] The aphyric textures of most FAB imply that
they were near their liquidus temperatures when
they erupted. However, FeO*/MgO values and Ni
and Cr concentrations vary significantly, ranging
from those expected for near‐primary melts of
herzolitic mantle to those that have undergone
significant fractionation of olivine and clinopyr-
oxene. The presence of glassy rinds on some
fragments indicates that they were erupted sub-
queously and their variable vesicularity suggests
that many or most FAB were saturated in a vapor
phase.

[27] Major and trace element data for FAB demon-
strate that they have clear affinities with MORB
and BAB lavas. However, their low Ti/V and Yb/V
ratios differentiate them from other lavas related to
seafloor spreading, and suggest they are more akin
to subduction‐related lavas such as boninites and
arc basalts. The low Ti/V FAB in these subduction‐
related lavas have been attributed to the oxidized
nature of their sources and the resulting high va-
lency and incompatibility of V [Shervais, 1982].
However, positive slopes formed by plots of V
against TiO2 for basalts from back arcs and mid-
ocean ridges as well as early arc boninites (Figure 4a),
suggest that Ti and V are both incompatible in
minerals during melting of mantle in subduction
and non‐subduction‐related extensional tectonic
settings. This observation is consistent with evi-
dence that V generally has a + 4 valence during
melting of the Earth’s mantle in most tectonic
settings [Karner et al., 2006] and that sources of
MORB and relatively primitive arc lavas have
similar V/Sc systematics [Lee et al., 2005]. The

Figure 7. Plot of 208Pb/204Pb against 206Pb/204Pb for
Mariana fore‐arc and arc lavas. The medium gray field
is for western Pacific Ocean seamounts [Pearce et al.,
1999; Staudigel et al., 1991]. The light gray field is
for western Pacific silicic sediments [Ben Othman et al.,
1989; Meijer, 1976; Pearce et al., 1999]. The Northern
Hemisphere Regression Line (NHRL) and the dividing
line between Indian and Pacific MORB [Pearce et al.,
1999] are shown. Other symbols and sources of data
are as in Figure 4.
similar positive slopes on plots of V against TiO$_2$ and Yb (Figure 4) demonstrate that all three of these elements can be considered moderately incompatible in basalts from all extensional tectonic environments. Only in significantly differentiated lavas, particularly andesites, does V appear to decrease in concentration with increasing differentiation as marked by increasing Yb concentrations. These same lavas also are characterized by decreasing TiO$_2$ concentrations with increasing differentiation. Thus, both Ti and V are compatible elements in these andesitic lavas, which can be attributed to magnetite fractionation.

Progressive melting of the mantle will produce positively sloping curvilinear trends when one moderately incompatible element is plotted against another [e.g., Gill, 1981]. A straight line segment drawn through any portion of these trends will intercept the axis of the element with the higher partition coefficient. Based on plots of V against TiO$_2$ and Yb for basalts from ocean ridges, IBM back arcs, and the FAB (Figure 5), the bulk partition coefficient for V must be generally greater than those of Ti and heavy REE as represented by Yb during differentiation of basalts in extensional tectonic settings.

The overall low TiO$_2$ and Yb concentrations compared to V for the FAB suggest that the more highly incompatible Ti and Yb are more depleted than the less incompatible V in the mantle sources for FAB compared to the sources of lavas from other extensional settings. The likely cause of this depletion was a melting event for the FAB source that did not affect the sources of IBM back-arc lavas. The cause and timing of this earlier melting event is uncertain. It is possible it was related to melting during early spreading in the WPB. If so, then the mantle that welled up to generate the WPB crust before about 51 Ma could have resided beneath the Mariana fore arc when the Pacific Plate began to subduct. However, this explanation is not obviously consistent with the radiogenic Nd isotopic compositions of some FAB compared to basalts from the WPB, nor with the differences in Nd and Hf isotopic compositions between the FAB and the boninites.

An alternative mantle source for IBM fore-arc lavas could have been the lithosphere beneath Asia. Unusually low Os isotopic compositions in some highly depleted fore-arc peridotites have been attributed to con-scale depletion in Re compared to Os [Parkinson et al., 1998]. One potential origin for this mantle is subcontinental mantle from Asia that detached, became part of the asthenosphere, and convected into the area by southward or eastward directed mantle flow [Parkinson et al., 1998; Flower et al., 2001]. This introduced mantle could both be the source of the Indian Ocean MORB domain Nd-Hf-Pb isotope signatures found in IBM arc, back-arc, and fore-arc volcanics, and the convective flow could have pushed the young Philippine Plate over the old Pacific Plate, triggering failure of the Pacific Plate and subduction initiation [Hall et al., 2003].

The Nd isotopic compositions for FAB range from more radiogenic and transitional to a Pacific MORB-like mantle in the northwesterly dive sites to less radiogenic and Indian MORB-like in other locations. Thus, the mantle that decompressed to generate the FAB must have had ~100 km scale domains of mantle heterogeneity. This could have resulted from transfer of Nd from the newly subducting Pacific Plate in the northwesterly dive sites but not elsewhere, or variations in the Nd isotope values of the upwelling mantle. We favor the latter explanation because the most subduction affected FAB are those at the base of DSDP site 458, and these lavas have the Indian MORB domain Nd-Hf isotope signature.

Our preferred hypothesis for the origin of IBM FAB is that they were the first lavas to erupt when the Pacific Plate began to sink beneath the Philippine Plate. They were generated from mantle rising to fill space created by the initial sinking of the Pacific Plate as first hypothesized by Stern and Bloomer [1992] and geodynamically modeled by Hall et al. [2003]. The source of the FAB was asthenospheric mantle that had characteristics ranging between those of the sources for Indian and Pacific Ocean MORB and melting was largely by decompression. The mild enrichments of fluid-soluble elements and radiogenic Pb and Sr isotope values for some FAB indicate that the decompression melting was sometimes enhanced by a flux of solute-bearing water driven off of the sinking Pacific Plate. Although the FAB source was more depleted than a normal MORB source in terms of REE and HFSE concentrations, the high CaO and Al$_2$O$_3$ concentrations and light-depleted REE patterns of the FAB suggest derivation from cpx-rich mantle. We therefore speculate that the upwelling of mantle associated with subduction initiation caused cpx-rich domains with high Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf to melt first, which resulted in generation of the FAB. The first FAB to erupt were those at the dive sites with basaltic SiO$_2$ concentrations and weak evidence for the involvement
of the subducting slab. The FAB and transitional lavas from DSDP sites 458 and 459 are more silicic and have clear evidence that a subducted fluid was involved in their genesis. This suggests that later melting migrated to shallower levels and occurred after a water-rich subducted fluid was involved in their genesis.

[33] Boninite major element compositions require generation in the shallow mantle and in the presence of a water-rich fluid [Falloon and Danyushevsky, 2000; Green, 1973; Parman and Grove, 2004]. These compositions, as well as their low and often U-shaped REE concentrations and low Lu/Hf indicate that these boninites were generated from mantle that was harzburgitic and stripped of most incompatible elements. U, alkali metals, and other fluid-soluble elements are reenriched in the boninites source during melting [e.g., Hickey and Frey, 1982; Hickey–Vargas, 1989; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Stern and Bloomer, 1992]. The relatively radiogenic Pb and Sr isotopic compositions of the boninites reflect this subducted component. The boninites, therefore, were generated from harzburgitic mantle domains with low Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf that were left after generation of the FAB and when a strong flux of fluid from the newly subducting Pacific slab became involved in magma genesis. The relatively unradiogenic Nd and Hf isotopic compositions of boninites compared to FAB suggest that differences in their Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf ratios were present in their sources long before subduction began, and that the cpx-rich and cpx-poor domains were too large to equilibrate isotopically during the FAB melting.

[34] The stratigraphic sequence in the SE Mariana fore arc is similar to those found in many ophiolites [Shervais, 2001; Shervais et al., 2004]. For example, the Troodos [Rogers et al., 1989; Portnyagin et al., 1997], Oman [Ishikawa et al., 2002], Mirdita [Dilek et al., 2007; Dilek et al., 2008], Pindos [Dilek and Furnes, 2009], Othris [Barth and Gluhak, 2009], and Kudi ophiolites [Yuan et al., 2005] all have volcanic sections that include boninitic pillow lavas stratigraphically above tholeiitic basalts. The stratigraphic sections of the Mirdita and Pindos ophiolites are particularly similar to the IBM fore-arc stratigraphy in that the sheeted dikes are overlain progressively by MORB-like lavas, “island arc tholeiites” and related rocks, and boninites [Dilek and Furnes, 2009]. These island arc tholeiites have trace element patterns and isotopic compositions that are transitional between the MORB-like and boninite lavas, and therefore are stratigraphically and compositionally similar to those of the transitional lavas from DSDP site 458 (Figure 8). The similarity of the igneous rocks in the IBM fore arc and those in ophiolites supports the concept that the IBM fore arc is an in situ suprasubduction zone ophiolite [Bloomer and Hawkins, 1983; Ishiwatari et al., 2006; Stern, 2004]. More importantly, this similarity suggests that broad-scale subduction initi-
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ation could have been the progenitor of some regionally extensive ophiolitic provinces. Two potential examples are the Late Cretaceous and Middle to Late Jurassic Tethyan ophiolitic provinces [e.g., Bortolotti and Principi, 2005; Dilek and Furnes, 2009].

[35] The ~51 Ma age of FAB from the IBM is similar to the ~50 Ma age of the Hawaii-Emperor seamount bend. This age similarity has been used to link the change in Pacific Plate motion to subduction initiation in the western Pacific [e.g., Sharp and Clague, 2006]. This interval also was a period of major change in motion of the Australian plate, illustrating that forces can be transmitted to adjacent plates and significantly affect their motions [Whittaker et al., 2007]. If subduction initiation events generated the Jurassic and Cretaceous Tethyan ophiolites, then they should have both contributed to closing the Tethyan Ocean and affected the motions of nearby plates. Evidence for significant changes in plate motion that coincide with ophiolite construction would therefore be supporting evidence for their genesis by subduction initiation. Both Tethyan ophiolite provinces do appear to have synchronous changes in plate motion. For example, the 95 Ma age of trondhjemites from the Oman ophiolite [Warren et al., 2005] and a major plate reorganization that affected the former Gondwana region are synchronous [Somoza and Zaffarana, 2008]. Another apparent coincidence of ages are those of the Middle to Late Jurassic Tethyan ophiolites [e.g., Bortolotti and Principi, 2005] and rifting and eventual seafloor spreading along east Africa to open the Somali and Mozambique basins [Storey, 1995].

8. Conclusions

[36] The most abundant rock type between 2,000 and 6,500 m depth in the SE Mariana fore arc is tholeiitic basalt, which we term “fore-arc basalt” or FAB. These lavas have geochemical affinities with MORB and IBM back-arc lavas, but have lower Ti/V and Yb/V ratios reflecting a greater depletion in moderately incompatible elements in the FAB source mantle. The presence of lavas with transitional compositions between FAB and boninites, and the relatively radiogenic Pb and Sr isotopic compositions for some FAB suggest that these lavas are subduction related. Thus, we postulate that the FAB were the first lavas to erupt after the Pacific Plate began to subduct. The Hf and Nd isotopic compositions of most FAB link these magmas to a mantle source from the west whose easterly convection could have triggered this subduction initiation. The first mantle to melt from decompression generated FAB and had isotopic characteristics ranging from those similar to Pacific MORB source to Indian MORB source mantle. Later lavas appear to only have the Indian MORB domain signature. This partly reflects the harzburgitic nature of the source of the boninites, but probably also was the consequence of mantle flow through the newly formed mantle wedge, which eventually flushed out any remaining Pacific domain mantle.

[37] Geochemical similarities between the FAB to boninite sequence in the IBM fore arc and the shallow crustal sections of many ophiolites support the hypothesis that these ophiolites represent obducted fore-arc lithosphere generated during subduction initiation rather than back-arc or oceanic lithosphere. The similarity between the Mariana fore-arc stratigraphy and that found in Cretaceous and Jurassic Tethyan ophiolites suggest that these ophiolites also might have been associated with initiation of subduction that closed the Tethys ocean and affected plate motions of adjacent plates.
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